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Kindle Print Replica textbooks maintain the formatting and layout of their print editions while also
offering many of the advantages of Kindle books.Each page in a Print Replica textbook displays
words and images in the same position as the corresponding print edition, while adding features
such as notes, highlights, and the ability to sync your last page read across multiple Fire tablets
and Kindle reading apps. Kindle Print Replica textbooks also have most of the same features as
PDF-formatted books, including zoom and pan functions.Kindle Print Replica textbooks are
supported on:•Fire tablets•Kindle for PC•Kindle for Mac•Kindle for iPhone, iPad, & iPod
touch•Kindle for Android•Kindle for SamsungThis book is Volume 2 of First German Reader for
Beginners. There are simple and funny German texts for easy reading. The book consists of
Elementary course with parallel German-English texts. The author maintains learners' motivation
with funny stories about real life situations such as meeting people, studying, job searches,
working etc. The ALARM method utilize natural human ability to remember words used in texts
repeatedly and systematically. The audio tracks are available inclusive on www.lppbooks.com/
German/FirstGermanReaderV2_audio/
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Mark Meyer, “Simple enough but still challenging in places. I really like this series of books. I
would classify myself as a low intermediateGerman student, someone who knows most of the
grammar but needs toexpand his vocabulary a lot.The one downside is that the vocab lists need
some serious editing!There is also a consistency problem with the words in the list. Many
timesthe verbs are given in different conjugations.  I don't know why.”

Robert A. Berge, “Beginning German Reader. Beginning the study of a new language as an
adult is very challenging. One must make sounds that we do not make in English and one must
read and read out loud; see the German word, say the German word and hear yourself say it.
Reading also, as with this reader, puts German words into context with other words to facilitate
understanding and retention.”

Dave., “i like it. A lot tougher than the first book .... i like it . A lot tougher than the first book of this
series which I already purchased. The fact that audio is also available really helps. Stories are a
bit crazy but lots of new vocabulary . Thumbs up.”

Mary Beth, “Great for learners. really great book for learners of german. None better. I have all 4
books and I'm learning so much more by immersing myself in the language.”

Carol marzano, “Learn German. Very good when trying to teach yourself to learn German”

Cath Barrier, “Five Stars. Enjoyed the read; thanks.”

David Foster, “Great!. Funny and amusing, just the right level for someone starting to learn
German with short stories using carefully selected vocabulary.”

Toyala, “it works for me. I love this series of books. It is very easy for me to learn German with
zero exposure to the language. I attribute this tho the books' teaching styles: the emphasis on
repetition and vocabulary. In three weeks, I can already form sentences on my own and pick out
words from broadcasts. I recommend it to everyone. Supplement these books with some
grammar exercises.”

Darren, “All audio appears to have been recorded professionally and is of a good quality. If you
buy the eBook edition the .... This resource comes in two formats a printed copy or an eBook
version available from the website. The material was very effectively pitched at an appropriate
level therefore allowing readers to build confidence whilst learning new structures and
vocabulary. The book is set up in an ordered format starting with vocabulary and then moving
onto the text .This method is highly effective for natural assimilation of vocabulary and grammar



structures. The initial section on vocabulary allows readers to have quick access to words they
may not understand which limits the individuals flow when reading. Furthermore the text's come
with free audio which can be downloaded at the website for free. All audio appears to have been
recorded professionally and is of a good quality. If you buy the eBook edition the tracks come
embedded in the document and thus there is no need for further downloading. The series is a
highly effective step wise reader series allowing for stepped progression from A1-B2. The topics
are humorous and relevant to everyday life and the vocabulary is applicable to everyday
situations. The company adopts a very open and friendly manner and are happy to deal with any
requests and inquires posed to them.”

stephen giles, “Good starting book. I like this book for learning german and having been using it
alot, listening to the audio downloaded free from the net. Worth buying if you want to learn
German.”

G G MACLACHLAN, “Five Stars. Nise easy paced book”

The book by Elisabeth May has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 16 people have provided feedback.
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